The Burr Mobile-Lift Outside Model for conventional vehicles and motorhomes offers you the ultimate in quiet convenience and independence. It requires no disassembly of your 3-or 4-wheel electric scooter or wheelchair – simply drive it on, attach the safety harness, and push the switch. The Mobile-Lift raises and locks any scooter in place on the back of your vehicle in just 60 seconds so you can be on your way.

THE LATEST IN SCOOTER LIFT TECHNOLOGY
The Latest In Scooter Lift Technology

Loading Without Lifting Or Disassembly At The Flick Of A Switch
With the Burr Mobile-Lift, there’s no more time-consuming assembly or disassembly, no more cumbersome lifting, or cluttered trunk. And the Mobile-Lift allows you to drive on or off in just 60 seconds!

The Burr Mobile-Lift Regular Model is a handsome addition to your automobile that can accommodate 3- and 4-wheel scooters, as well as 4-wheel wheelchairs up to 300 pounds. The Mobile-Lift’s high-quality performance has been designed specifically for your comfort and convenience, with safe ease of operation, no maintenance, and simple installation. The strong, 12-volt motor is all steel with hardened, permanently lubricated gears.

New Square Post provides maximum strength and stability.

The all-aluminum 26” x 40” (plus entry ramp) platform is lightweight and maintenance-free. Mobile-Lift is equipped with a “Nite-Lite” for evening use and a D.O.T.-approved center brake light to ensure safe transportation and mobility whenever you need it.

Attractively finished in a beautiful black powder coat finish, the Mobile-Lift fights corrosion in any environment and blends well with any vehicle finish.

Installation Information
The Burr Mobile-Lift can be mounted on your automobile by any local trailer hitch installer. It simply bolts onto a class 3 receiver hitch, and weighs only 80 pounds!

It comes complete with simple wiring and installation instructions, owner’s manual, and one-year limited factory warranty. An optional Weather Cover is also available. (p/n 19808)

No. 19675 Regular 18” Model Mobile-Lift
Full 18” vertical lift for installation on regular vans and cars.

No. 20565 Motorhome 24” Model Mobile-Lift
Full 24” vertical lift for motorhomes that have an extra high hitch receiver.

No. 24770 “Big Tray” 24” Mobile-Lift
Full 24” vertical lift. Suitable for installation on regular vans, cars and motorhomes. Tray size: 30” x 50”.

EXCELLENT DEALER WARRANTY AND PROTECTION PROGRAM

Burr Engineering Company
730 E. Michigan Ave., P.O. Box 460 • Battle Creek MI 49016-0460 1-800-537-9940 or 269-966-3122 • FAX: 269-965-2389 www.burractuators.com

Optional Travel Cover (p/n 19808) and License Plate Bracket (p/n 25955) are available.